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An already formed planet is smaller than a star. Jupiter has a 
diameter of 140x103 km and its reflected light is very difficult 
to detect around an other star 

Gliese 623A e B                Gliese 229A e B

 20-50 MJ 60 MJ  





CONTRAST AND 

ANGULAR RESOLUTION
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The Solar System to 10 pc
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The Solar System to 10 pc
Visible 
Earth/Sun ~  10-10  
Zodi not so bright 

Infrared 
Earth/Sun ~ 10-7  
Zodi bright 

10-10

10-7



Albedo
Several definition. 
It is mainly the fraction of impinging radiation that is reflected by the 
planetary surface.

Geometric Albedo: defined as the ratio of planet brightness at 
phase angle 0 to the brightness of a perfectly diffusing disk with 
the same position and apparent size as the planet. Generally be 
wavelength dependent.

Bond  Albedo:  defined  as  the  ratio  of  total  light  (bolometric) 
reflected  to  the  total  light  (bolometric)  incident  on  the  planet 
integrated over all wavelengths and planet





The effective temperature (Teff) is different by the Teq only in the case 
that the planet has an internal source of heating



Star - Planet Contrast
Contrast=FP/F*

WARM PLANETS: the contrast is independent by the 
separation  

COLD PLANETS: the contrast is dependent by the 
separation (closer the planet brighter it’ll be) and by 
the orbital phase. It is independent by the 
luminosity of the parent star, age and planetary 
mass.



Low mass object luminosity evolution

Burrows et al. 1997



Three orders 
of magnitude

Low mass object luminosity evolution

Burrows et al. 1997



Baraffe et al. 2003

Theoretical Model Compilations



Cold start Models include core 
accretion initial condition

Young Planets are fainter

But … someone disagrees …

Marley et al., 2007



G2V star at 10 pc 

Reflected 
light 

Intrinsic 
emission 

V-NIR: 
Ground 

FIR: 
Space 

Wavelength Range Selection
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Every stellar type
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Portion of large, spherical 
wavefront from distant atom.

Blocking screen, 
with slit.

Wavelets add with various 
phases here, reducing the 
net amplitude, especially at 
large angles.   

Wavelets align here, and make nearly flat wavefront, as expected from geometric 
optics.

Huygens wavelets
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Image Formation: I

P0

P1

FRESNEL FRAUNHOFER

High Order Terms
More exact but also more 

complicate handling
Simpler Handling

Entrance Pupil Focal Plane



Image Formation: II
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Solar System @ 10pc

Diffraction



Solar System @ 10pc

beta	  Pic	  b	  
20	  pc	  
10	  Myr HR8799	  c	  

40	  pc	  
30	  Myr

HR8799	  b	  
40	  pc	  
30	  Myr

Diffraction
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Atmospheric Turbulence



The wavefront will be 
perturbed as soon as it will 

go into the Earth’s 
atmosphere

Atmospheric Turbulence



Atmospheric Turbulence: 
r0 the Fried Parameter
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r0 : Fried Parameter
r0 << D

Zenith Angle: 0 to 
the Zenit, !/2 to 

the Horizon

Refractive index 
structure constant

r0~10cm
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Speckles Formation
…suppose  that the wavefront incident on telescope is advanced by a phase step φ/2  on 
one half of the pupil and delayed by φ/2  on the other half, the electric field amplitude 
will be given by:

Which is a pair of peaks (speckles), each similar in width to the original peak 
and separated by about twice that width



Speckles are due to the interference between light 
rays passing through different atmospheric cells 
before to reach the telescope.  
Because speckles are due to the interference of the 
wavefront they could be generate also by other 
causes

Speckles
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No DM:

Phase ripples 
from primary
mirror errors

Polishing errors
on primary

Speckles generated 
by 3 sinusoidal
components of the
polishing errors

Pupil plane

Image plane

Speckles … not only from the atmosphere…
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point 
source

r0 is a few cm 
to be compared with  

telescope diameter (a few m)  
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The Reality: Seeing Disk



Fare il grafico con IDL

Typical Seeing
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5 pc 

10 pc 

50 pc 

Typical Seeing



Diffraction vs Seeing 



Diffraction vs Seeing 

Large Telescope 

& 

red wavelength



Keck%

Gemini&S/N&

LBT/Arizona,

Subaru/HiCIAO-

High	  Angular	  Resolu=on	  
	  Space	  telescope	  

	  	  	  	  10m-‐telescopes	  +	  AO	  system	  	  



… but we have to remind that …

… turbulence evolution with time. Typical time:~ some milli 
seconds

correction need systems more rapid than kHz
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… and also the following source of 
noise:

Instrumental noise
Flat Field errors
Instrumental Background

Stellar Noise
Photon Noise
Speckle noise

Sky Background
Larger at longer wavelength





… going to the the space is better!?
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WOW! it seems better .. 
Doesn’t it?



… going to the the space is better!?
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However optics are not perfect

aberrations HST image speckles HST

WOW! it seems better .. 
Doesn’t it?





In summary …

PSF is the convolution of two main components: 

– Flat but not infinite wavefront (limited pupil size): diffraction peak (Airy 
disk) usually expressed in units of lambda ︎/D︎ narrower PSF for larger 
telescopes 

– Perturbations with respect to flat wavefront. Speckles: correspond to a 
sinusoidal wavefront pattern. It is essentially a diffraction image offset with 
respect to the center (depending on the frequency of the sinusoid over the 
pupil: tilt on the pupil ︎︎ -> shift on focal plane)



No AO 

SR=0.90 Straylight+high 
order diffraction 
dominated 

Seeing 
dominated 

FWHM=0.4 
arcsec 

HIGH CONTRAST 
IMAGING

PROBLEMS AND TECHNIQUES 

Atmosphere + speckles  

 Adaptive Optics 

 Differential Imaging 

Diffraction  

 Coronography (Lyot, Apodizing Masks) 

 Interferometry (Nulling, 4-quadrant)



1“#(i.e#19AU@19pc)#

VLT/NaCo#

High Contrast Image at inner angle
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VLT/NaCo#Field&Rota+on& VLT/NaCo&

High Contrast Image at inner angle


